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MIGRATION

FROM TOPOGRAPHY:

IMPROVING

THE NEAR-SURFACE

IMAGE

SAMUELH. GRAY’ ANDKURT J. MARFURT~

ABSTRACT
I” ln”“ntainO”S meas, such ai tile foothills of tile Canadian
Rwkira. careful processingof near~surfaceseismic dam is essential.
for withour an accurate interpretation of the near surface.a reliable
map of the deeper reflectors ii unlikely. Although statics corrections
are the primary focus Of BLtrnti”” fur near-surfaceimaging in muuniiii”O”S alEi\, “thel factors can atso affect tile quality of the imagr
near the earth’s surface. In this paper, we investigate the effec& of
niigretion amplitudeson imaging quality. We use a synthetic seismic
*ata se, Lhatrnmkli the geology of nartixastrm British Columbia to
test the application of Kirchhoff depth migration directly tbm an
ivqular surface. we show that the near~sutiacs image obtained
using emigrationwrights referencedto the recording surface is significanrly belter lhan une obtained using migration wrights referenced1” a t,at datum above the surface.In addition, prestackmigra.
Lion velocity analysis. used to eslimatr vrlwitieb
for accurate
imaging. is more inlrrpretable when the migrarion wrights arc referencedto the reconling surf.ice.

INTRODUCTION
Poststack seismic migration has Tao major uses: to
image structure and to delineate stratigraphy. Prestack
migration commonly has a third use: to estimate migration
velocities. Less frequently, prestack migration is used to
estimate reflection amplitude versus offset in the presence
of complex overburden. For all these applications, poststack and prestack migration must preserve the integrity of
the bandpass-filtered seismic wavelet. Some migration
methods, such as finite-difference
and Stolt migration,
automatically preserve the character of the input wavelet.
In order to accomplish the same goal, Kirchhoff migration
requires the explicit application of a phase rotation to the
data, as well as amplitude factors (“weights”) to the summation along diffraction curves. The phase rotation occurs
in differentiating the traces before or after migration, and is
very straightforward to apply. The weights correct for geometrical spreading loss and obliquity factors, and are not so

easy to apply. Schneider (1978) presented the simplest
expression for these weights in a constant-velocity
medium; this expression is often satisfactory in poststack
migration even when the migration velocity varies significantly. For prestack migration, the weights account for
nonzero source-receiver separation and domain (common
shot, common midpoint, or common offset) and are consequently mox complicated than the poststack migration
weights. Several authors (e.g., Hanitzsch et al., 1994) have
presented expressions for “true-amplitude” prestack migration weights. Whether one chooses a simplified, constantvelocity weight function appropriate for poststack migration or the more complicated weights appropriate for
prestack migration, it is imperative to use a weight that
tapers to zero at the farthest offsets of the migration
impulse response operator (Figure I). For poststack migration, this wright will approximate Schneider’s obliquity
factor cos 8, where 9 is the angle between the normal to the
earth’s surface and the ray from the image point to the
location of the input trace at the earth’s surface. For
prestack migration, the weight involves both cos Bs and cos
OR, where Bs (BR) is the angle between the normal to the
earth’s surface and the ray from the image point to the
source (receiver) location (Hanitzsch et al., 1994). When
migration weights are carefully applied in combination
with the necessary phase rotation, the migration will preserve the character of the input wavelet, even if the seismic
energy has propagated through one or more caustics. On
the other hand, cnreless application of the migration
weights can cause the migration operator to alias, or image
high-frequency data improperly at steep dips. Migration
operator aliasing, at its most benign, causes the output
wavelet to be distorted and, when it is severe, can cause
irreparable damage to an otherwise correctly migrated section.
Although the importance of migration weights is well
appreciated for marine data and for land data acquired over
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Fig. 1. Migration impulse responsefor a source/receiverParrIocatedat x = 14 km along a flat. constant-veiocityrecordingsurface whose elevation
fairlv Ilal tcmin, ir is perh;lp\ VIOLso well qpreciarrd for
data xyuired over a surface with \ignificanr topographic
variiltioos. In thi, note. we cximinc the effects of 1~~0
choices of weights. me simple hut inappropriate and the
othra- more appmpriarc. for Kil-chhoff migration of seismic
dilla acquired along an ivregular surfxc and mi~rared
directly from ~hac surface (Wiggins. lY81). When the
acquisitii,n \url’acc i\ il-regular. thc~-e are considrrahlc
advantqrs 1~ prowsing seismic da2 directly from topo~raphy. without shilling them 10 a flat or floating cbtum For
cxm~plc. irregular topography i\ usu;~lly associated with
highly c~~ntortrd ~~ear-~urf~~ccformations. Imaging these
ImrraLims is cruciiIl fo tying Srologic (e.g.. wtcrup) control fo the sei<nlic dau On rhc other hand. irn;l$ng lhcsc
hcds wquil-e\ a level of precisiwl in processing the Neal
surface data hll chtun1ing usually doe5 no, alhw; thus. OUI
pl-eferencr for pl-ocexsinf. includin: mifrarion. directly
Srom topography whenever pmssihle. Hou’eve~-. we \h;tll
show that. even when the data xc mipl-ared directly from
topography. the migralion weights must he computrd from
ropqq;~phy ;ind IMX Srwn an arhitraril~~ chosen fla darum 10
avoid oprmtor aliasing md its consrqurncr~ for prc\t;lck
miqatiorr. Fortuna~rly. computing the wrights Imm tq~,,praphy cm he accomplished as cfficicntly as computing rhe
wcighb from a flat datum and. thcrcforr. wed ~nofadd 10
the axf of the cnigration.
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Tilli lwk;c.r

OF MI~;K:\TION Wb.I(;H~rS ON 'THli
MIGKTEI) Inl..\c:rs

Figure 2 shows a &ogic
cross-\cction. con\is\in$ 01 a
numhcr of faulted and tirlded I;~ycr\ typical of cnwuntainous
Ihrust qions. The top layer is air. with the ~urluce calm
~hc
rirlh indicaul hy the irrrgulal- whiw curve riear the top 01
the n~odel. The ~modclis 2.5 000 lli Im$!: lhC Lop of rhC 1110&.1
in 1000 ,,I ahovc sea Ic\.cI and thr hislim of the ~i~wlcl i>
8000 m helow su lwel. The total rrlirluf Ihc carh‘s rurfacr
along this cross-scctior is ;~ppl-owi~n;~~el~
1000 111.This figure
alro indicaws velocities. which range front 3500 rn/~~ (the
darkcsl i~was near the NIP, 10 5400 mlwc (lhe liQrlc\l arca\
near Ihc hoilom). The horizontal hands intlicafe ~1vertic;C
velucily qadient. This velocity mxlcl was LIVXI (0 gmc~~~~c
17X lu(,-dimcnsion;ll
17-0) acouslic synthetic Jlot rrc~d~
from fhr wr~h’s sul-Sacc.The data were ~.ccordcd hy a +il
sprcid 01 1X0 rweivel.5 with 0ll’icIs raiging l’rcm IX 11111,
3600 II) OII both sides of rhr \hutpoint\. The shot \pacins \~;a\
YO rm. The 2-D wave cqulniw uced to ~tmzr~w dlc &&I wt
caused cylindl-ical \pl-eading loss (louccyhlv prc~porcim;ll 10
li\:ri. while the Kil-chtrul’f migralion osrd fo cnligrare ihc tliw
aswnwl that mug)- from the wurces underu~cilt sphrric;ll
spreading Ins (roughly pl-opal-tional 111l/r) while propay“12 in Ihc al-lh. To accm~~~u~a~r Ihis di/lCrcwc it: \pwu&
~ng 10s~ the ~rxrs uerc multiplial hy l/<r lxforc migwion
Fiprc 3 \hows the migralim (II a sinfic. ~mxr-otl\r~ ~racc’.
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Fig. 2. A "elaclty:depth made, representativeOfnortheasternBlltlil Columb,a,There IS rouyhly ,600 m Ofeievation KIICf along Ik seismc c1c'ss-
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Fig. 3. PrestackKirchhottdepth migrationof a single trace correspondingto a source at 7755 m and receiverat 7770 m. Migrationweights are
lated from (a) a fiat datum at z = 2000 m and (b) topography,or z = 375 m. Notethe variation in shallow amplitudesindicatedby the arrows.
of the section, where the elevation changes are the most rapid.
Although the anticlinal reflector clearly evident in Figure Sh is
also evident in Figure 5a. the high-amplitude migration smile
and the coherent noise created by the aliased migration operator have degraded the character of the wevelet in Figure 5a as
well as our confidence in the event’s interpretability.
It might he tempting to simplify our strategy of using the
local source and receiver elevations in computing the migration weights: we might, for example, choose to compute thr
weights from a flat datum z lying between the minimum and
maximum elevations. As long as elevation changes along the
line we not too SW.% such an approach will be accurate. but
drastic clcvation changes will give rise to large differences
;-;,,ap,s. leading to poor images such as those in Figures -la
and Sa. Also. it is as efficient to compute uei:rhts room
;-;,(),,<’ its from any datum ;.
In addition tu compromising the imaging capabilities of a
migration. using incorrect migration weights can lhave an
unexpected negative effect on prestack migration velocity
analysis. One of the ob.jecties of prestack depth migration is
to allow the estimation of seismic xlwities by inspection 01

common-reflection point (CRP) gather\. A CRP gather displays tracts at a particular earth location taken from each
migrated common-offset section. By comparing the depth\
of a migrated event on all the traces in a gather. one can
determine whether the velocities used in the migration are
correct. If a particular event appexs to he tlat on a gather.
then all the common-offset migrations have imaged that
Ireflector a, the same depth, indicating that the velocity used
is correct. at least in an average sense. IS an cvrnt shows
residual curvature up or down, then the event has been
imaged at different depths from different offsets. indicaling
that the migration velocity is. on the awx~gr. too IWJ or too
high. Figure 6 shows the rMccts uf the two choices of migration weight ciilculatimts on the CRP gathers. The same (COTrect) velocily function M’:IS used for both migrations. In
Figure ha (using migration weights with depths computed
from the flat datum), the near-surface amplitudes arc skewed
significanlly
towards the Imid and far offsets. This has
rrsultcd in a high Inoise level WI the shallow events relative
to Fieore hh. where the wrights were computed from topography. The rxt~-a noise in FiEurc ha makes the dilficult task
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Fig. 4. Prestack Kirchhoff depth migration of 278 common-shot
at z = 2000 m and (b) topogiaphy.
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Fig. 5. Enlarged details of images shown in Figure 4. Surface ‘ties” corresponding to formation A are less ambiguous in Figure 5b. Smiles (event s,
due to migration aperture limitations are diminished Migration operator aliasing of steep event* (C) due to the ccxir*e shot spacing of 90 m Ema\“*
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Fig. 6. Common-reflection
point (CRP) gathers corresponding to the window in Figure 5. containing offsets ranging from -3600
ambiguity of the event indicated by the arrows is due lo significant divil ?g wave or refraction strength at the far offsets.
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sible. To make matters worsr, errws or uncrrtilinties
mating the near~surlhce interval velocity affect the

impos-

the simpler

the quality of tbc imaging can bc scriously compromised if the weights used in the Imigration have
not also been computed from topography. If. in addition. the
migration is performed before stack. with the two-fold ohjective of imaging and velocity estimatiwl. the I!SCof migration
weights where depth is computed from the surface topography will result in a more complete accomplishment of hoth
objectives than when depth is measured fi-urn a flat datum
above the topography.

reliability
of deeper vclwity estimation, so that using incorrect migratiun wciphts can easily lead to unreliable migration velocities
for all depths.
We note the presence of nonflat events on the CRP gathers
in Figure h. even though we used the c~rect migration
velocitv. These result from the migration of events that have
undergone some rcfrections hefore or after reflection. Such
events iue PI-esently a source of annoyance to the interpreter.
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When seismic dava have been acquired along an irre@ar
topogi-aphic surface, it is desirable tu honour the topographic
variations while processing the data. We have shown the
effects on an important processing step (migration) of only
partially honouring the topographic variations. Even if the
data iwe migrated directly from topography. without using
any processing steps taken to “move” the data from topof!-apby to a flat datum (either by ww equation datumin~ or by
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